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CATABOLISM AND EXCRETION OF THE ANTI-PSEUDOMONAL PEPTIDOMIMETIC MUREPAVADIN 
(POL7080) IN HUMANS

Objective
Murepavadin represents the first member of a novel class of outer
membrane protein targeting antibiotics, being developed by Polpyhor for
the treatment of serious infections caused by Pseudomonas aeruginosa
(P. aeruginosa). Murepavadin binds to and inhibits an outer membrane
protein of intact bacteria, lipopolysaccharide transport protein D (LptD),
which is involved in lipopolysaccharide biogenesis in Gram-negative
bacteria.
Murepavadin is mainly active against P. aeruginosa and no significant
effect is seen on other tested species with the exception of P. stutzeri and
P. mendocina. Thus, unlike broad-spectrum antibiotics, treatment with
murepavadin would not generate resistance or negatively impact the native
flora of the subject. Murepavadin has demonstrated potent antibacterial
activity in vitro (MIC90 was 0.125 μg/mL when tested on >1200
P. aeruginosa isolates from the United States, Europe, and China) and in
mouse models of septicemia, peritonitis, and lung and thigh infections.
Degradation and route(s) of excretion of murepavadin were studied in
healthy volunteers using samples collected from a clinical study.

Murepavadin administration and analysis
Ø 7 x 2.5 mg/kg (1.6 µmol/kg), 2 h i.v. infusion (q8h)

equivalent to 120-150 µmol given per dosing period
Ø Day 3 plasma and urine samples collected during and after the 7th i.v.

infusion were analysed by LC/HRMS
• Firstly, screening for murepavadin-related material
• Secondly, quantification of most abundant peptides

Results
Ø Plasma (Fig.1):

• intact murepavadin (M) and five abundant murepavadin-related 
molecules all with S-DP-P N-terminal sequence

• AUC ranking: M>P3>P5>P7>P2>P4.
Ø Urine (Fig.2):

• only  small  quantities (~6%)  of  intact murepavadin
• Quantity ranking: U7>U3>U5>U2>M>U4

Ø No phase I or II murepavadin metabolites in plasma and urine
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Fig.1: Plasma concentration-time profiles and metabolite structures

Quantities of murepavadin-related molecules in the systemic compartment
and their corresponding amounts in urine are shown in Fig.2. Similar to
plasma, U3, U5, and U7 were the most abundant fragments found in urine;
while U2 and U4 had similar quantities to murepavadin. Obviously ring
opening and production of P5 is dominating over murepavadin excretion.
As indicated by the arrow color intensity in Fig 2, also further downstream
processing and excretion appears to be efficient except for the conversion
of P3 to P4 or P2+P6. These seem to be rate limiting steps of the
proteolytic process resulting in notably lower quantity of all down-stream
products in plasma.

Conclusion
Ø Murepavadin (M) is degraded by proteolysis
Ø Metabolism and not excretion is major clearance route
Ø No Phase I / II murepavadin metabolites in plasma or urine
Ø Most abundant proteolytic fragments in plasma (P3, P5, P7) were also 

the most prevalent ones in urine (U3, U5, U7)
Ø P3, P5, and M, have similar steady-state concentrations
Ø P7, P2, P4, and P6, are observed at 10-times lower levels
Ø M only counts for ~6% of total material excreted
Ø Degradation products, U5, U3, and U7, constitute more than 75% of 

urinary excreted peptides
Ø Total excreted amount of murepavadin-related material was

81-101% of the administered amount per dosing
Ø Over the entire dosing interval, P7 plasma concentration remains 

unchanged. Into urine it was excreted with a linear rate
Ø It can thus be concluded that

• excretion is the sole pathway of P7 clearance
• P7 will also be entirely cleared by the kidney once

dosing is stopped

On day 3, the system was at steady-state as seen by:
Ø similar trough levels of all murepavadin–related molecules
Ø P7 (terminal fragment?) with unchanged plasma concentration
Kinetics:
Ø initial 45 min lag-time until net metabolite production is seen
Ø tmax is occurring sequentially: M<P5<P2/4/6<P3
Ø Fragment pattern suggests
Ø initial ring opening
Ø endo-proteolytic cleavage of P3-> P2+P6
Ø other fragments produced by C-terminal exo-proteolysis

Fig.2: Mass balance of murepavadin metabolism and excretion
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